Message from the Gnomes
Your roots of Light
It is an honour for us to come and be allowed to speak to you in this now moment. We are from
the Kingdom of the Gnomes. We are, three of us, forming a triangle in the middle of your circle,
forming the perfect triangle representing your three major aspects: your will power, your love and
your wisdom.
As Elementals, the ones working deeply in the roots of the trees, of the plants inside the body of
Mother Earth, we know a lot about you, beloved ones. You also have roots: roots of Light going
inside the body of Planet Earth. When you walk, the frequency of your heart goes through your
legs to the bottom of your feet and touches the surface of this Planetary Goddess Mother Earth
and we, the Gnomes, feel the light from your roots of Light when you walk on the surface of the
Planet. We know you! We can identify who is walking on that path or near that tree or next to
that flower or walking on the beach of a lake or sea. We feel you! These roots of Light are your
signature.
You, the human species walking all around on planet Earth, do you think you are separated from
this Planet? You are not separated! You are moving on the Planet, on her body like the birds are
flying in the air, like the fish in the ocean. You are moving in a space of consciousness of this
planet. You are moving, unconscious of the power that is inside you, unconscious of your link
with the Life of this Planet and the Life in action in all the kingdoms of this Planet.
Today we appreciate the blessings of this moment, to be able to speak with you. You are in front
of a new door each one of you. A new door leading you on the road of the unknown, a
marvellous adventure. The adventure of finding your true you, your true essence, your life
energy. The Life Energy does not know any fenced walls. It goes across all dimensions. You
carry the Life Energy of your own frequency and your body transmits this Life Energy of yours
to all that is around you, including us, living beneath your feet.
Place your attention in your heart center please. This heart centre is the fireplace of your life, of
your Love, of your true essence. And from that fireplace you speak to the Universe. You are in
communication with All That Is.
Until now the lines of Light enabling you to connect to All That Is, were disactivated. You are
here now to reactivate these lines of Light that we feel in our kingdom beneath your feet. You
cannot hide from us the glory of that Light you carry. You cannot hide from us the glory of the
Love that you are
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You are able, by intention, by determination, by belief; to reactivate the feeling of your
connection with All That Is. You have this power! You are the essence of the Heart of God in
action in this dimension. There is no limit to your creativity. To what you want to experiment in
this dimension. To what you want to feel in this dimension. To what you want to know in this
dimension using this physical body of yours.
All knowledge is available to you. How can you accept this knowledge? First by admitting and
accepting the Glory that is inside you. This seems to be the hardest thing to do for our brothers
and sisters of Planet Earth, the human race.
Accept to believe that everything is possible for you. Accept to welcome the Energy of Change,
the Energy of Creativity, the Energy of a Creator available to you for everything you feel, you
think, you desire. Because that Essence, inside you, the one that feels, that has desire, that has
dreams is connected to the Essence of Life itself.
Do you realize, beloved ones, that what you think, that what you dream is the Life movement
dreaming inside you? It is the Life movement that has prepared everything, the Great Plan, to
support the realisation of your dream. Otherwise you would not have this dream. You would not
carry this dream inside you. It would be impossible! That dream inside you is perfectly attuned
for what you have been created, for what you exist. It corresponds to your Essence, the frequency
of your heart.
You will ask: “Which dream?” Well! That dream is out there in the Great Universe, in the Great
Universe of all that you have forgotten. And how will you accept this dream? By using your
power! Using your imagination! Using your determination! Using your own belief, your own
energy to create and manifest this connection with your dream; believing that this dream is
coming towards you. That this dream knows you. That this dream is attached to your heart and
that this dream is ready, is waiting for you to connect with it.
And how can you make this connection? With your desire, your belief, your will power. If you
believe that there is a dream outside somewhere in the Universe inside of you. You carry this
dream!
I am using these words like outside of you in the Universe but you know in Consciousness, All is
together, there is no space, there is no time. As a creator, you have the power to imagine that this
dream is very far from you, impossible to grasp. You can choose to believe this way or you can
choose to believe it is inside you, ready to be discovered. It is alive inside you ready to be felt.
You are the Creator! Which path will you choose? Which path do you want to walk upon to find
that dream?
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All that is related to your belief system! If you think that Life is difficult! If you think and you
believe it is not be possible for you to find that dream, you are creating this reality. It will not be
possible for you to feel that dream! To feel this reality that belongs to you but that you believe is
not possible! So, you are creating the reality that it is not possible?
With these words, beloved ones, are you starting to realize your power? Are you starting to
realize that you steer your own world, your own Universe by the way you think? You are steering
the existence of your Life by the way you are thinking and feeling. If you think: “I am a magical
person, a magical being, I am an Eternal Being, Life is beautiful, Life is gorgeous, Life is a nice
adventure!” You are literally creating this possibility. You are changing dimensions. You go
from the dimension of limitation, of hardship, of difficulties to the dimension of All Possibilities,
Unconditional Love.
You are the one that is deciding about your life at all levels. “What is my life? What is the Life I
believe in?” By asking yourself this question many answers will come to you. So, what will you
do? Will you choose to ignore it again? Will you choose to ignore the magic of Life, the world of
All Possibilities? Or will you choose to say:
“YES, this seems to be a magnificent adventure and why not me? I am trying something
new! I believe! I believe Life is magical! I choose to believe Life is magical! I choose to
believe that this Universe is listening to me! I choose to believe that this Universe is
nurturing me, feeding me, taking care of me and my family and my friends and my
projects.
This Universe wants to make me happy! This Universe exists to make me happy, to enable
me to create at all levels without limit. This Universe is full of possibilities. It has the
wisdom. It carries the wisdom and the know how of all possibilities.
It finds the solution to all questions, problems, situations. It knows the best solution
because it knows all about the Universe, all about the Dimensions, all about Energies, all
about Humanity, all about the 3rd dimension and above.”
So, human being walking upon this Planet, Creator using a physical body, walking on this planet,
pretending to be a simple being in this dimension; we have some news for you! This body of
yours is your creation supported by the Love of Mother Earth. She provided you the elements to
create this body but you are the one that has thought to create this physical body, this way. You
are the one that initiated the creation of this physical body. Source, inside you, has initiated the
creation of your physical body with your advice, your focus, your vision.
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So, today you can choose to create another situation for you, another lifestyle for you, another
way of perceiving this reality you think so real. Another way of perceiving the energy at work in
this dimension because everything is energy including this physical body of yours.
Feel! Can you feel that you are essence, energy, consciousness? You are not a physical body.
We are forming this triangle in the middle of this room and presently you are surrounded by
thousands and thousands of our kingdom. They know you. They recognize your roots. They
recognize the Light of your heart. Welcome them in your heart. They know the structure of your
body. To us, you represent a structure that is alive, a structure that is part of the Creation. A
structure that is part of the consciousness of this planet and we are part of the consciousness of
this planet.
We can help you to heal your physical body, to heal your emotions and your thoughts. We can
help you adjust the Light structure that is supporting your life, the manifestation of this structure
in this dimension. We can change the place of the lines of Light in your physical body inside
yourself, inside “all of that you are.”
We can align you to the perfection that you want to explore, to manifest in this dimension with
this physical body. Because we know. When we look at you, we know you. We know which
sacred geometry your heart center should show, should represent, should present as a symbol to
the Creation. We also see the distortion because when we look at you, we see two things: the
perfection that you came to manifest and the perfection you are manifesting now! That perfection
that is walking towards the perfection that you came to manifest and we can help you realign with
ease and grace these lines of Light to match that perfection that you came to manifest.
This is the gift that we are offering you today and we can teach you how to feel, how to know, to
connect with the essence of the Consciousness inside all life forms, inside all forms in this
dimension because we work on all life forms in this dimension. We are linked to the heart of
Mother Earth and we are linked to her Love. Being linked and connected to her heart and to her
Love enables us to see the true picture of all life forms on her body. Immediately, we see. We
understand. We feel the perfection of the structure of any animal, any plant, any structure in this
dimension. We can teach you how to manipulate the energy to bring perfection back in your
physical body.
So, manifest the intention. Manifest the determination to believe in yourself and we shall be
there! This is the gift of the day to each one of you to support the expansion of your awareness.
To support the expansion of the True Love that you are! In fact, to support the expansion of your
understanding of yourself, of Life inside you. Thank you!
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